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Ontology for a voice transcription of
OpenStreetMap data: the case of space

apprehension by visually impaired persons
Said Boularouk, Didier Josselin, Eitan Altman

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a vocal ontology of Open-
StreetMap data for the apprehension of space by visually impaired
people. Indeed, the platform based on produsage gives a freedom to
data producers to choose the descriptors of geocoded locations. Un-
fortunately, this freedom, called also folksonomy leads to complicate
subsequent searches of data.

We try to solve this issue in a simple but usable method to extract
data from OSM databases in order to send them to visually impaired
people using Text To Speech technology. We focus on how to help
people suffering from visual disability to plan their itinerary, to
comprehend a map by querying computer and getting information
about surrounding environment in a mono-modal human-computer
dialogue.

Keywords—Ontology, OpenStreetMap, visually impaired people,
TTS, Taxonomy

I. INTRODUCTION

THE emergence of new participatory on-line activity to
create and access information, to share knowledge and

content production, strongly links information production and
use. Crowdsourcing was defined by Enrique Estells-Arolas
and Fernando Gonzlez Ladrn-de-Guevara from university of
Valencia as follows:

”Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in
which an individual, an institution, a non-profit organization,
or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying
knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call,
the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertaking of the
task; of variable complexity and modularity, and; in which
the crowd should participate, bringing their work, money,
knowledge **[and/or]** experience, always entails mutual
benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given type
of need, be it economic, social recognition, self-esteem, or the
development of individual skills, while the crowdsourcing will
obtain and use to their advantage that which the user has
brought to the venture, whose form will depend on the type of
activity undertaken”.

The OSM and Wikipedia platforms are the most known
examples of participatory models of information production
and usage. This new model allows to enrich existing content
with the goal of future improvement. It is a kind of hybridiza-
tion between production and use, coined by Australian media
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scholar Axel Bruns [1] as ”produsage” because producers are
themselves users [2].

Produsage is based on collaboration and consensus. The
rules are generally applied by the community rather than
individuals. Producers are driven by constructive motivations
(altruism, intellectual stimulation, personal expression, social
recognition, etc.) or sometimes by harmful motivations (mis-
chief, criminal intent, etc.) [3], [1]. This new concept of pro-
dusage, generally under a free licence of use and modification,
finds a balance between license with copyright and those
without. This model has advantages and disadvantages. For
visual impaired application, OpenStreetMap may be a good
opportunity since using and sharing data is free of charge and
data are very rich. On another hand, logistic products based
on new technologies for visually impaired are very expensive
(guide-dogs, GPS or specific object detection tool, electronic
cane). The use of OpenStreetMap as a free crowdsourcing may
lead to less expensive connected objects since data are free. In
addition, spatial data got from produsage are rich and varied
since Producers describe their places of life with an accurate
granularity. In this context we propose an ontology able to
extract useful data and build an efficient vocal application able
to help visually impaired for (mind) map representation.

Our goal is to build a taxonomy to exploit disambiguated
geographic information by overcoming disadvantages of open-
StreetMap as a crowdsourcing platform. The solution we
propose is a taxonomy to respond to a qualitative query and
to rebuild spatial information in a simple and memorable
way [1]. Those data can be collected by visually impaired
persons from their desk or during a real move. Spatial data
must be transmitted by speech synthesis in a hierarchical,
comprehensive and effective way in a very short time [4].

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATIONS PRODUSAGE

The geographic information OSM is most of the time pop-
ulated by voluntary data submitted by citizens (professionals,
amateurs or interested experts), equipped with a computer
and an internet connection. This free information handling
crowdsourcing induces a large data traffic, which quickly
enhances the OSM data. This information is in the frame of
ODBL (Open Database License), promoting a free flow of
data and allowing users to share, modify and freely use the
geographical database, while maintaining the same freedom
for all.

The collection of geographic information is performed at a
very fine granularity as contributors tend to describe their place



of daily life (zone, district, place of professional or commercial
activity). This is an advantage insofar since the information
collected can be related to a particular type of population or
application, which is the case for visually impaired people.
At the same time, the representation that amateur produsers
give about environment which they are familiar with, expresses
more field experience than general cartographic expertise.
However, verification and validation of the data produced is
impossible due to a lack of means (time, human resources),
looking the importance of the information generated [1].

Ultimately, a number of problems taint the quality of
OpenStreetMap (OSM) data and therefore the use of OSM data
such as spatial accuracy, semantic accuracy, arbitrary selection
of fields to fill for the same types of objects, continuity and
comprehensiveness of information, frequent lack of metadata.
Whereas crowdsourcing is an opportunity, problems listed
before represent a lock to the fundamental issue of how to help
blind people in their mobility needs. On the one hand, we can
advantageously benefit from collaboration to share free spatial
information with visually impaired people. On the other hand,
we find ourselves faced to a large geocoded data imbroglio
from which it is necessary to extract the pertinent information.
In addition, we may have difficulties with data format, leading
to syntactic heterogeneity or semantic heterogeneity. That is
why we propose a spatial ontology [5] for the voice transcrip-
tion of OpenStreetMap data for visually impaired people.

Several experiments already exist around the ontology OSM
data. One of them is Osmonto, it was developed at the
University of Bremen and DFKI Bremen by Mihai Codescu
Gregor Horsinka Oliver Kutz, Till Mossakowski and Rafaela
Rau [6]. It is an ontology of tags from OpenStreetMap. Its
purpose is to facilitate maintenance of all tags, that leads to
enrich the tag semantics in relation with other ontologies. DO-
ROAM is a web application designed to facilitate the spatial
and temporal planning activities and trips. The tool can display
the sites where certain activities are held at a given time. Data
is retrieved from the OSM Tags reorganized into an ontology
[7].

III. ONTOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF METADATA

The basic components of OpenStreetMap database are:
• les nodes (defining points in space);
• les ways (defining linear features and boundaries of the

area);
• les relations (which are sometimes used to explain how

other elements interact).
These components are mainly related to citizen data by

tag freely chosen from a list, to describe the meaning of the
particular identified item. This consists of keywords in free
text containing a Key and an attribute value whose number of
characters does not exceed 255.

As said before, in this process, we can speak of folksonomy
[1] in opposition to taxonomy: contributors are not constrained
by a predefined terminology, but they can adopt the terms
they wish to classify their information. This hardens the
problem mentioned above of tags quality related to the lack
of expressiveness of the metamodel. In fact, the produser has

no constraint when describing the content with free text tags.
Paradoxically, due to the degree of freedom given to data
production, users may experience difficulties when searching
for information. This difficulty is further complicated in case
of communicating geographical data using synthesis voice
as proposed in this paper. In addition, the human machine
dialogue itself still suffers from many technical difficulties.

We can gather problems resulting from OSM produsage
within syntactic heterogeneity and semantic heterogeneity. To
resolve syntactic heterogeneity, we parse data to a Postgresql
database with a spatial extension. We focus on the table of
nodes, since we try to send informations about places to blinds
people. In this table, we have four columns(id, latitude, longi-
tude, tags). The number of stored lines depends on the size of
geographical zones. We have more than 23 millions records
for the French PACA region. Each column Tags represents
a vector of tags data {K1, V1,K2, V2,K3, V3, .....Kn, Vn}. a
Key has an odd position, a value has an even position. To solve
semantic heterogeneity, we use a simple taxonomy according
to the cognitive capacity of the different types and ages of
users. However, the OSM linguistic ontology is an English
words set. As we have to reduce the semantic distance between
users non-English speakers and the Human-Machine interface,
we need a multi-lingual translator API.

IV. TAXONOMY AND CLASSIFICATION OF PLACES

On a map, a place is represented by GPS coordinates
(latitude, longitude) and materialized by a point. Each place
belongs to well-defined categories or classes (transport, trade,
tourism, etc). For example, a bus stop can be identified
in several ways: shelter arranged for handicapped person, a
bench, a label and its time card. From a semantic point of
view, a bus stop is a place characterized by the elements
shown in the graph in Figure 1 and defined by corresponding
Tags. It is noted that the OSM extracted description could be
more explicit in expressing the color of the cover, the type
of equipment for handicapped person or advertising operator,
etc.

Here is the result of an SQL query to find bus stop within
1,000 meters around the University of Avignon. It gives
distances from each bus stop and details from tag vector. We
put a | between each paired key-value.

1) 869.49m shelter : yes|highway : bus stop| bench : yes|name :

Gerfauts|
2) 161.67m shelter : operator : JCDecaux| tactile paving :

no| shelter : colour : brown|waste basket : yes| shelter : ref :

96|wheelchair : no|highway : bus stop| bench : yes|name : Saint−
Lazare|
3) 553.31m shelter : yes|highway : bus stop|name : Carmes|

The description of a place or an urban component depends
on the good will of the contributor. The question is whether
such an explicit information is really useful for visually
impaired users or not. We need to build a schema able to make
a suitable sorting of useful data. The situation is more complex
for some places, for instance, if we search for a specialist
physician or a restaurant with a special cuisine.

For optimizing the search of places which belong to dif-
ferent categories, we firstly build a taxonomy to organize



Figure 1. Different descriptors identifying a bus stop

places in a non-hierarchical tree, since a place could belong
to multiple categories (e.g a Restaurant belongs to a Tourism
Commerce). This approach allows to lighten the voice recogni-
tion system and to soften the redundancy of words recognized
by the Speech To Text (STT) module.

Figure 2. Taxonomy of places

To convey the information to blind users exactly as the
producer describes his data requires a very precise and detailed
architecture. Under conditions of current use, the application
may generate confusion and panic in the blind movement
because of the complexity and the slowness of the system
responses. It is therefore more appropriate to describe the
scene in a conventional way, not on the way that produsers
fill this information. This brings us to build a rhetorical
model of a man-machine dialogue system whose main purpose
is a semantic understanding of the request and a rhetoric
transmission (i.e. sending information in a constructive but non
responsive way). For example, the conventional description
of a store is: store name, address, marketed products, if it
belongs to a franchise of a national or international company
and finally its opening hours. A simple query to our system can
provide this information easily and naturally, if it is available
in the database. However, a more difficult question to solve
is the following: what is merely responding to the blind ”this
place is ...”, ”this place is located within such a distance”.
Does it work by adding ”this place consists of, is made of and
is produced by ...”. In this case, more descriptive subclasses
places are required, but this may make vocal synthesis more
complex, slower and subsequently decrease the tool usability.

Based on the taxonomy of the figure 2 we thus propose a
simple ontology of three intelligiblelevels (see Figure 3) for
visually impaired users, with possible redundancy of terms
between taxonomy branches to adapt to the way producers fill
their information into OSM.

With this structure, the response of the system to users
questions is fast and efficient. Additionally, the UML diagram
in Figure 4 describes the different objects classes associated
to the most used OSM keys.

Figure 3. Tree of places

Figure 4. Diagram UML

To illustrate the results of a query, a graphic example of
the places found is provided in Figure 5 about the restaurants
in a certain direction and at a known distance. The list of
restaurants is given to the blind people by a woman synthesis
voice. It gives to the user the name of all selected restaurant,
their direction and relative location. User can navigate in the
places list by saying (previous/following)

Figure 5. Some restaurants in Avignon



V. DISCUSSION

The produsage concept in OpenStreetMap may complicate
data searching because of the folksonomy when introducing
data. With Text To Speech ans Speech To Text technology,
it may increase the query processing time and may make it
more sensitive because of words redundancy, voice recognition
and synthesis time delay. It is therefore essential to build an
efficient method to extract data and to fix rules on how to
build useful requests. The taxonomy presented here is simple,
easy to memorize. It takes into account only the most visited
locations during the daily life of each individual, if they beloni
to one of domains described in Figure 3. This looks to be
a solution to circumvent the negative effects of free choice
of tags during the process of data production. The proposed
solution is thus suitable for this vocal HMI dedicated to blinds.
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